Listen and Write I (2 ECTS)

Listen and Write II (3 ECTS)

The course is meant for students of the University of Helsinki who are completing or who have completed Finnish 5 and Finnish 6 courses or who otherwise have a sufficient level of Finnish (CEFR B1–B2).

Prerequisites: The student is able to attend lectures held in Finnish and write notes about the lectures.

Objective: Deepening listening comprehension and writing skills

Contents: The student attends one of the courses held by Finnish Language and Culture and writes a learning diary based on his/her notes. Student can also attend a course held by another programme or faculty, providing that the course is held in Finnish.

Completion: A course; regular class attendance (over 80%) is highly recommended. The student will write a learning diary.

Evaluation: Pass/fail

For more information, please contact university teacher Sari Päivärinne (sari.paiwarinne[at]helsinki.fi).

Course code: FINN-301 (2 ECTS) and FINN-302 (3 ECTS)
Scope: 2, 3 or 5 ECTS
Target level: B2->